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1. The beginning: late 80’s and 90’s in Europe

The problem: can European citizens study and work 
freely in other countries of the then European 
Community?

Answer: No

What can be done? No EU powers over education



No power...but a great idea.
Fund student mobility to test and 
pressure the systems.
“Erasmus” = 
EuRopean Community Action Scheme for 
the Mobility of University Students



Erasmus starts in 1987.

But...very difficult. 
Very few students in the first years. 
Since there are no common structures, 
something is needed to ‘translate’ studies 
from one country to another.



Another great idea: ECTS 

European Credit Transfer System 
Pilot Project 

Starts in 1989.
Five subject areas, five networks of 
universities to experiment and create the 
necessary tools (the transparency tools we 
use today for student mobility).



What we found out:
European higher education systems were very 
different, neither compatible nor comparable.

Different for
- degree structure
- subject matter (content and approach)
- calendar
- teaching modes



2. Founding events



The concrete realization of the extent of difference 
led to:
- Sorbonne Declaration 1998: cycles, credits, 
creating of a ‘European Area of HE (Agreement 
between Ministers of Education of Italy, UK, France 
and Germany…)
- Bologna Declaration 1999: cycles, 
credits…towards the EHEA (29 Ministers of HE) and 
the begining of the «Bologna Process»



In the same years:
- EUA (European University Association: previously 
two rectors’ organizations)
- ESU (European Students Union: previously 
WESIB, 7 countries; now 40 countries )
- Tuning Educational Structures in Europe …
- ENQA (European Network of Quality Assurance 
Agencies



ENQA (European Network of Quality Assurance 
Agencies)
in the beginning:
Pilot Project TEEP 2002 (Transnational European 
Evaluation Project) to see whether existing quality 
agencies could become transnational and what the 
issues were.
Three pilot subject areas: History, Physics, 
Agriculture



The results:
ENQA: Teep
and follow-up



ENQA: 
ESG first edition
2005



Revised edition
authored by:
European Association for Quality Assurance
in Higher Education (ENQA)

European Students’ Union (ESU)
European University Association (EUA)
European Association of Institutions in Higher Education 

(EURASHE)

In cooperation with:
Education International (EI)
BUSINESSEUROPE
European Quality Assurance Register for Higher Education 

(EQAR)



In the new «Standards and Guidelines for Quality 
Assurance in the European Higher Education 
Area», in general: less prescriptive guidelines, 
more emphasis on internal quality procedures, 
requiring a shift in mentality and practices of 
academics and higher education institutions.  



3. Building the EHEA and ENQA
- EHEA: now 48 countries and 8 consultative 

members 
- ENQA: now a major organization with 

- EQAR
- DEQAR



How did we get to the “Bologna” of today?
What does it look like? 





ENQA



ENQA
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- EQAR



- DEQAR
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4. Present and future challenges

Implementation of the ideal of a connected EHEA 
where all members have independent QA agencies, 
full members of ENQA, able to act in any EHEA 
country, is not complete.



From 2018 to present, the EHEA has tested a new 
approach.

The Bologna Implementation Coordination Group
(the “BICG”) has been tasked with organizing three 
“Thematic Peer Groups” where countries assist 
each other in implementing three basic 
commitments currently considered “Key” .



QA and the correct implementation of the ESG is 
one of these.
The Thematic Peer Group C has obtained important 
results and should continue its work in the coming 4 
year work period (2020 to 2024).





Future challenges

Our “vision” of future higher education:
more flexible learning paths
many ‘smaller units of learning’ (e.g. 
“microcredentials”)

Can present QA and ESG approaches be adapted to 
the new reality?



Is there a potential contradiction between

Flexibility
and 
«clear and transparent rules and procedures»?



Present text in the draft 2020 ministerial 
communiqué:

… We encourage an enhancement-oriented use of the 
ESG in order to support innovation in higher education 
and its quality assurance in view of increased 
flexibility and openness of learning paths, smaller 
units of learning and enhanced synergisms among 
higher education institutions….



There are several working groups and projects to 
develop the EHEA approach to ‘microcredentials’ 
and the quality assurance questions they pose. All 
EHEA countries, for example, have been invited to 
participate in MICROBOL....



Conclusion....
The scenario today is vastly different from that in 
1989.
The prospects seem to be continuing rapid change. 
There are also robust experiences of cooperation 
and mechanisms for shared elaboration of ways to 
address the challenges.
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